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News Release

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Pacific Northern Gas Plans to Reactivate Capacity on its Western Transmission Gas Line
Project will deliver a rate benefit and maintain PNG’s high safety, reliability and environmental
standards
TERRACE, November 12, 2020 – Today Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. (PNG) announced the launch of
Indigenous and community engagement on its plans to reactivate capacity on the Western Transmission
Gas Line, enabling the delivery of increased natural gas volumes to meet the supply required for new
industrial customers.
As a regulated utility, PNG safely and reliably provides natural gas service to residential, business and
industrial customers within its service areas in the Northeast and Northwest of B.C.
“For more than a decade, the Western Transmission Gas Line has been transporting gas well below its
capacity due to several large industrial customers such as Skeena Cellulose, Methanex and West Fraser
closing their local operations,” said Brock John, Director, Business Development and Stakeholder
Engagement. “Recently, we’ve signed agreements with new industrial customers. To meet their service
requirements, we are now proposing the PNG Reactivate Capacity Project to restore portions of the
system currently not in use, upgrade other components and add additional compression.”
Detailed engineering assessments and system enhancements are required in advance of PNG being able
to increase the amount of gas in its system. Specific project work includes the reactivation of four existing
compressor stations and sections of pipe serving the stations. PNG also plans to install short pipeline
extensions from the existing main line to the new customers’ locations. Additional compression will be
supplied by two new compressor stations, one planned for the Terrace Airport Industrial Park and the
other to be in proximity to PNG’s existing pipeline system assets near the Salvus Highway Maintenance
Yard / Kasiks Lodge.
PNG’s respect for the environment guides its decisions and project planning. Work will adhere to all
federal and provincial environmental guidelines as well as PNG’s project-specific and corporate
Environmental Management Plans and Archaeological Mitigation Plans.
“Another exciting aspect of this project is the positive impact it will have on customer rates,” said John.
“Increasing the amount of natural gas flowing through the system, with new industrial loads for example,
will have a positive impact on the delivery rates for our more than 20,400 customers in the region.”
The revenue from the additional natural gas volumes is also anticipated to offset the approximate $60million cost associated with this project. When approved, the project will represent a significant
investment in Northwest B.C. and create economic and employment opportunities for the region.
The project is in the early planning stages, as PNG prepares to submit a Certificate of Public
Convenience and Necessity application for approval by the British Columbia Utilities Commission
(BCUC). PNG anticipates that the application will be filed this winter, with a BCUC decision in the summer
of 2021. Following approval, construction would begin in the fall of 2021 with completion slated for the
spring of 2024. PNG is engaging with the Indigenous communities and the public in advance of the BCUC
application submission and will continue engagement throughout all project phases.

“We look forward to sharing our early plans and anticipated jobs and training opportunities with
Indigenous and community leaders. PNG will also be reaching out to the broader public to share
information and seek input through our website, toll-free project phone line, project email and virtual
information sessions,” said John.
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic and the need for physical distancing, PNG will be hosting virtual
information sessions for the public on Wednesday, November 25 and Monday, November 30 between
6:30 pm – 7:30 pm each evening.
To learn more about the project, provide feedback or register for an information session visit
www.png.ca/projects/recap. Questions about the project will be answered through the project email
ReCapProject@png.ca or via the toll-free project phone line at 1-888-709-7304.
– 30 –
Media Contact
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd.
Joyce Wagenaar
Project Communications
604.817.5539
jwagenaar@png.ca
About Pacific Northern Gas Ltd.
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. (PNG), a wholly owned subsidiary of TriSummit Utilities Inc., owns and operates
a natural gas transmission and distribution system in west-central British Columbia and through its
subsidiary Pacific Northern Gas (N.E.) Ltd. PNG also owns and operates natural gas distribution systems
and a gas processing plant in the province’s northeast. This includes approximately 3,000 km of
distribution mains and services pipelines and 1,200 km of transmission pipelines. PNG has been
operating in northern British Columbia for over 50 years, and provides gas service to approximately
42,000 residential, commercial and industrial customers in more than 16 communities across western and
northeastern British Columbia.
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PNG REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT
PROJECT FACT SHEET
INTRODUCTION
As a regulated utility, Pacific Northern Gas (PNG) has safely and reliably provided
natural gas service to residential, business and industrial customers within its service
area since 1968.
For more than a decade, PNG’s Western Transmission Gas Line has been transporting
gas well below its capacity due to several large industrial customers closing their
operations, including the Skeena Cellulose Mill in Prince Rupert in 2001; Methanex’s
methanol and ammonia facility in 2005; and the West Fraser Pulp & Paper Mill in 2010.
Now, with new industrial customers recently signing service agreements, PNG is
proposing the PNG Reactivate Capacity Project (ReCap) to increase the amount of
natural gas transported through its system by reactivating portions of the system
currently not in use and upgrading others. The project would enable increased volumes
of natural gas to enter the PNG system at Summit Lake and be transported to customer
locations in Terrace, Port Edward and Prince Rupert.
The project is expected to cost approximately $60 million and the revenue generated
from the new industrial customers is expected to offset the project costs. Each of
PNG’s 20,400 customers in the Northwest will benefit from the increased system use,
which will work to stabilize the natural gas delivery rates to these customers.

PROPOSED PROJECT
Detailed engineering assessments and system enhancements are required in advance
of PNG being able to safely and reliably increase the amount of gas in its system.
PNG is planning to reactivate a number of key system assets that have not been in use
for over a decade. This includes the reactivation of four existing compressor stations
and sections of pipe serving the stations. PNG also plans to install short pipeline
extensions from the existing main line to the new customers’ locations. Additional
compression will be supplied by two new compressor stations, one planned for the
Terrace Airport Industrial Park and the other to be in proximity to PNG’s existing
pipeline system assets near the Salvus Highway Maintenance Yard / Kasiks Lodge.
PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
PROJECT FACT SHEET

PROJECT WORK ACTIVITIES
The work is expected to take place within PNG’s existing pipeline corridor, referred to
as a right-of-way, in addition to existing industrial areas, new surface leases and nearby
permitted temporary workspaces.

ReCap Project Map

The project will consist of four primary activities, including:
1. Upgrades and reactivations of four existing compressor stations
2. Upgrades and reactivations of pipeline sections downstream of the existing
compressor stations
3. Two new compressor stations—one in Terrace on existing PNG owned land
within an industrial site south of the airport, and one in immediate proximity to
existing PNG assets near the Salvus highway maintenance yard 75 KM East of
Port Edward and adjacent to Highway 16

PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
PROJECT FACT SHEET
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4. Pipeline expansions / interconnects to new industrial customer locations
• Terrace Airport Industrial Park: a 4-inch extension measuring less than 0.5
km in length
• Galloway Station Area (Port Edward): a 6-inch extension measuring less
than 0.5 km in length
• Zanardi Rapids area of Kaien Island (Prince Rupert): a 6-inch extension
measuring approximately 4 km in length
• Terrace: an 8-inch expansion will be 5 km and will route the line to a lowdensity, remote area within an existing PNG right of way and is a
replacement of an existing PNG 6-inch system crossover pipeline.
All work will adhere to all federal and provincial safety, environmental and
archaeological guidelines and PNG’s project-specific and corporate Environmental
Management Plans.

COMPRESSOR STATIONS
Compressor stations are used to increase the pressure at various points along the
pipeline to move the gas through the system to the customers at required end point
pressures.

PNG’s Existing Telkwa Compressor Station
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Typical Natural Gas Compressor Station Diagram

How it Works
•

Gas from the transmission pipeline system enters the station through an inlet
pipeline, and then flows into a compressor which is rotated by a driver

•

Through this process, the gas is pressurized and then leaves the station through a
discharge line re-entering the natural gas transmission system

•

The natural gas is transported along the Western Transmission Gas Line until it
reaches the next compressor station, and then on to its ultimate destination

•

PNG’s control centre monitors the many automatic safety features 24/7

•

Compressor stations are designed to minimize noise and have many features to
ensure safe and reliable operation

PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
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SAFETY
PNG’s top priority for projects and dayto-day operations is the safety of
employees, contractors and the public.
All work on the project will be subject to
comprehensive management and
emergency response plans to protect
the health and safety of its workers,
Indigenous communities, the public and
the environment. Specific safety plans,
following all codes and regulations, will
be developed during the project design
phase.

CULTURE/ENVIRONMENT
PNG’s respect for the environment
guides its decisions and this is why
careful consideration is taken when
planning all projects.
Work will adhere to all federal and
provincial environmental guidelines as
well as PNG’s project specific and
corporate Environmental Management
and Archaeological Mitigation Plans. All
work will be assessed, designed, and
constructed under the guidance and
monitoring of Qualified Environmental
Professionals.

PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
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PROJECT TIMELINE
The project is in the early planning stages, as PNG is currently preparing to submit a
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity application for approval by the British
Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC).

ReCap Project Timeline

CUSTOMER BENEFIT
PNG cares about providing value for customers and keeping natural gas service rates
affordable. This project provides a positive benefit to customer rates by increasing the
amount of gas flowing through the system as a result of new industrial loads.
The additional natural gas volumes are also anticipated to offset the approximate $60million cost associated with this project.

PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
PROJECT FACT SHEET
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COMMUNITY BENEFIT
Following approval from the BCUC, PNG will
be investing approximately $60 million in the
project, which is anticipated to generate
economic benefits in the local communities
during its construction phase.
This would include jobs, the provision of
goods and services, and increased business
spending during the construction phase, in
addition to new permanent PNG jobs to
manage the new infrastructure.

PROJECT ENGAGEMENT
PNG values community input, and where feasible will
incorporate feedback received into project plans. This
is why PNG is engaging with Indigenous communities,
community leaders and the public in advance of the
application to PNG’s regulators, as well as throughout
the project. All input and feedback will be captured
and tracked, and will form part of PNG’s engagement
record in its filings.
Indigenous communities affected by the project will
be engaged directly by PNG representatives to
discuss the project and its potential impacts on
Indigenous interests. PNG will be organizing
opportunities for public input through written and
online submissions, as well as virtual online
information sharing opportunities. PNG will continue
engagement throughout all project phases.
A dedicated toll-free phone line, 1-888-709-7304, and email address
ReCapProject@png.ca have been established to receive questions and comments.

PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
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ABOUT PNG
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of TriSummit Utilities Inc., owns
and operates a natural gas transmission and distribution system in west-central British
Columbia, and through its subsidiary Pacific Northern Gas (N.E.) Ltd. PNG also owns
and operates natural gas distribution systems and a gas processing plant in the
province’s northeast. This includes approximately 3,000 km of distribution main and
service pipelines and 1,200 km of transmission pipelines.
PNG has been operating in B.C. for over 50 years, and provides gas service to
approximately 42,000 residential, commercial, and industrial customers in more than 16
communities across Western and Northeastern British Columbia.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR QUESTIONS
Project Phone Line: 1-888-709-7304
Project Email: ReCapProject@png.ca
Project Webpage: https://www.png.ca/projects/recap
Follow us on

Twitter

LinkedIn

PROPOSED REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT (ReCaP)
PROJECT FACT SHEET

Facebook
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Reactivated Capacity Project Digital Communications Materials
This attachment contains sample digital communications materials used to support the RECAP
Indigenous and Community Engagement. Included are samples from the following categories:
Digital Home Page ads
Rotated daily between November 12 – 30, 2021 in the following newspapers (all owned by Black Press)
serving communities where project construction is anticipated to occur:
•
•
•
•
•

Prince Rupert Northern View
Terrace Standard
Burns Lake Lakes District News
Smithers Interior News, and
Vanderhoof Omenica Express

Examples:

Social Media Ad: Black Press Platforms only – Nov 20 -30, 2021
Rotated on the Black Press platforms between Nov 20 – 30, 2020

PNG’s Social Media Content for PNG’s Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn platforms
Nov 12, 2020

Nov 17, 2020

Nov 18, 2020

Nov 26, 2020

Dec 22, 2020
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Community Information Sessions:
PNG Reactivate Capacity Project
Pacific Northern Gas is proposing to reactivate capacity on the Western
Transmission Gas Line, enabling the delivery of increased natural gas
volumes to meet the supply required for new industrial customers. The PNG
Reactivate Capacity Project will restore portions of the system currently not
in use, upgrade other components and add additional compression.
PNG will be submitting a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity
application for approval by its regulator, the British Columbia Utilities
Commission (BCUC). The application for the approximately $60-million
project is expected to be filed this winter, with a BCUC decision in summer
2021. Construction will begin in fall 2021 with completion in spring of 2024.
Project information, including a detailed project overview and opportunities
to provide input and feedback on the proposed project, is now available on
PNG’s website at www.png.ca/projects/recap.
PNG will be holding two virtual Community Information Sessions to provide
further details on the project and to answer any questions. Please join us by
using the information below:
November 25, 2020
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM

Audio: 1-888-300-0053
Conference ID: 3050657
Presentation at: www.png.ca/projects/recap

November 30, 2020
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM

Audio: 1-888-300-0053
Conference ID: 8745556
Presentation at: www.png.ca/projects/recap

If you have questions about the proposed PNG Reactivate Capacity Project,
please attend a virtual Community Information Session, or contact us at XX
1-888-709-7304 or ReCapProject@png.ca

Community Information Session:
PNG Reactivate Capacity Project
Pacific Northern Gas is proposing to reactivate capacity on the Western
Transmission Gas Line, enabling the delivery of increased natural gas
volumes to meet the supply required for new industrial customers. The PNG
Reactivate Capacity Project will restore portions of the system currently not
in use, upgrade other components and add additional compression.
PNG will be submitting a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity
application for approval by its regulator, the British Columbia Utilities
Commission (BCUC). The application for the approximately $60-million
project is expected to be filed this winter, with a BCUC decision in summer
2021. Construction will begin in fall 2021 with completion in spring of 2024.
Project information, including a detailed project overview and opportunities
to provide input and feedback on the proposed project, is now available on
PNG’s website at www.png.ca/projects/recap.
PNG will be holding a second virtual Community Information Session to
provide further details on the project and to answer any questions. Please
join us by using the information below:
November 30, 2020
6:30 PM - 7:30 PM

Audio: 1-888-300-0053
Conference ID: 8745556
Presentation at: www.png.ca/projects/recap

If you have questions about the proposed PNG Reactivate Capacity Project,
please attend a virtual Community Information Session, or contact us at XX
1-888-709-7304 or ReCapProject@png.ca

Reactivated Capacity Project
Burns Lake Lakes District News Nov 25 ad placement
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Proposed PNG
Reactivate Capacity
Project
November 30, 2020

For audio, please join with the dial-ins below
Audio: 1-888-300-0053
Conference ID: 8745556

Welcome to our Public Information Session
YOUR PNG HOSTS
Brock John
Director, Business Development
and Stakeholder Relations
Chad Fournier
Director, Asset Management
and Project Delivery

AGENDA
 About PNG
 Proposed Project
 Project Need
 Project Benefits
 Work Activities
 Indigenous & Community Engagement
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About PNG
PNG OWNS AND OPERATES:
 A natural gas transmission and distribution system in
west-central B.C.
 Natural gas processing, transmission and distribution
systems in northeast B.C.
 Approximately 1,200 km of transmission pipelines,
3,000 km of distribution mains and service lines
 Operating in B.C. for over 50 years
 Services approximately 42,000 residential, commercial,
and industrial customers in 16 communities
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PNG Service Areas
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Western Transmission Gas Line
PNG HAS BEEN OPERATING IN
B.C. FOR OVER 50 YEARS
 PNG owns and operates the
Western Transmission Gas Line
 Built in the 1960s, it transports
natural gas from Summit Lake
near Prince George to Kitimat and
Prince Rupert
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Project Need
THE REACTIVATE CAPACITY PROJECT IS REQUIRED
TO:
 Meet the service needs of new industrial customers
 Enable increased volumes of natural gas transportation
 Help stabilize delivery rates for our 20,400 customers in
the Northwest
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Proposed Project
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Community and Customer Benefits
THIS WORK IS REQUIRED TO:
 X
 x

Economic benefits

 X

Employment

Training
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Proposed Project Timeline
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Work Activities
Work will occur within PNG’s existing pipeline corridor,
referred to as a right-of-way, in addition to existing
industrial areas, new surface leases and nearby
permitted temporary workspaces.
WORK WILL ADHERE TO ALL:
 Federal and Provincial Regulations and Guidelines
 PNG’s best practice and management plans related
to:
 Health and safety
 Environmental stewardship
 Cultural and traditional values preservation
10

Work Activities—New Compressor Stations
WORK ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE:
 Two new compressor stations
 One in Terrace on existing
PNG owned land within an
industrial site south of the
airport
 One in immediate proximity to
existing PNG assets near the
Salvus highway maintenance
yard
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Work Activities—Upgrades and Reactivations
WORK ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE:
 Upgrades and reactivations of four
existing compressor stations
 Upgrades and reactivations of
pipeline sections downstream of
the existing compressor stations
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Work Activities—Pipeline Expansions
WORK ACTIVITIES WILL INCLUDE:
 Pipeline expansions / interconnects for
two new industrial customers at three
locations:
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Terrace Airport Industrial Park



Galloway Station Area (Port Edward)



Zanardi Rapids area of Kaien Island
(Prince Rupert)

Rerouting existing pipeline around
Terrace to a low population density area

Health and Safety
ALL WORK ON THE PROJECT WILL BE SUBJECT TO:
Comprehensive health, safety, and environmental management and emergency response plans to
protect the interests of:

Our workers
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Indigenous
communities

Customers

The public

The environment

Indigenous and Community Engagement
PNG IS COMMITTED TO INVOLVING INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITIES AND STAKEHOLDERS EARLY IN THE
PROCESS. THIS INCLUDES:
 Providing information to Indigenous communities, the public,
and all interested parties in the region

Provide
Information

 Directly engaging Indigenous communities and other
stakeholders most affected by the project
 Providing various opportunities and forums for input and
feedback
 Establishing a dedicated phone line and email address to
receive questions and comments
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Seek Input
& Feedback

Answer
Questions
& Concerns

Consultation & Engagement Principles
PNG IS COMMITTED TO THE FOLLOWING ENGAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES:
 Provide timely and accurate information
 An open, meaningful, transparent and honest consultation
and engagement process
 Seek out and engage those who are affected
 Solicit and incorporate feedback
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CONSULTATION AND
ENGAGEMENT WITH
INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES AND
STAKEHOLDERS WILL CONTINUE
THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT.

Thank You for Participating
Further Information or Questions:
Project Phone Line: 1-888-709-7304
Project Website: https://www.png.ca/projects/recap
Email: ReCapProject@png.ca

Follow us on:
Twitter
LinkedIn
Facebook
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Reactivated Capacity Project Bill Messaging
Northwest – RECAP Bill Message
Pacific Northern Gas (PNG) is proposing the Reactivate Capacity Project on the Western Transmission
Gas Line, to increase natural gas supply and meet the needs of new industrial customers. This project
provides a rate benefit to all customers by increasing the amount of gas flowing through the system. It
will also create economic, employment and training opportunities throughout the region. The project is
in the early stages as PNG is submitting its project application to the B.C. Utilities Commission and
engaging with Indigenous communities and the public. To learn more visit: png.ca/projects/recap

